Appurtenances

SITING

BUDGETING

GEOTECH INVESTIGATION

PROJECT SPECIFICATION

DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

COMMISSIONING

PEDESTAL

The composite elevated tank is the established standard for large
capacity water storage, based on its competitive capital cost, lowest
maintenance cost, and superior aesthetics. It’s the choice of more
than 75 percent of the market. The specification and procurement steps
outlined here will help ensure that you achieve the results you desire.
Siting

Budgeting

A preferred site size is in the range of 200 feet square. This

• Preliminary budgets: Landmark can provide a preliminary

provides adequate room for delivery, material storage and set-

budget estimate for planning purposes. Required information

up of equipment such as cranes. Smaller sites are feasible, but

includes tank capacity, height to high water level (HWL)

require specific consideration of access, grades, trees, overhead

and head range, as well as location and any known special

restrictions, adjacent land use and existing facilities, etc.

requirements.
Capacity __________________

40' set back

Height ___________________

• Minimum site of 200' X 200'
• Clearance from steep slopes

Head Range ______________
• Detailed budgets: As the project nears the bid advertisement
stage, Landmark can provide a more detailed budget based on
project specifics. This requires a final or near-final specification
and drawings.

Geotechnical Investigation
Tank overhang

• The responsible entity (owner or engineer) should select a
qualified geotechnical engineer with knowledge of local soil

• Mobile crane and concrete truck
access free from power lines, etc.
• Lay-down area for construction
supplies and equipment

conditions. Landmark can provide a generic geotechnical
specification that contains pertinent recommendations specific

• Access to road

Following is a list of appurtenances to consider for your application (in alphabetical order within functional area):

to composite elevated tanks.
• Landmark can also provide preliminary information, including
pedestal height and diameter, structure and water weight, plus
wind and seismic loads.

STEEL TANK

 Communications
 Below grade cable conduit
 Cable brackets
 Control room
 Block construction
 Metal stud construction
 Ceiling or composite deck
 Entry doors
 Heating
 Insulation
 Lighting
 Doors
 Overhead
 Manual
 Electric
 Personnel
 Electrical base package
 Fall protection
 Safety climbs–rigid rail and trolley
 Floors and ceilings
 Structural floors
 Access doors
 Stairs, jib crane
 Ladders, landings & platforms
 Access tube exterior
 Safety cages
 Circular stairs in pedestal
 Coatings/materials
		
 Galvanized
		
 Painted
		
 Aluminum
		
 Stainless steel
 Straight run ladders with swing seats
 Straight run ladders with intermediate
rest platforms
 Staggered ladders and rest platforms
 Lighting, Exterior tank
 Mechanical and piping
 Stainless steel piping
 Altitude valve
 Single pipe system Tank erect and paint/post hoist
 Double pipe system
 Heat tracing
 Insulation
 Multi-use options
 Storage/operations/fire station/offices
 Pump station
 Sidewalk, Around support wall
 Slab, At grade concrete
 Windows

Antenna supports, Communication
Cathodic protection
Corrosion allowance
FAA requirements
 Obstruction lights

Hatches (30” square aluminum)
 Hold-open mechanisms
 Head range dimension
 Lightning protection/air terminals
 Logos
 One side
 Two sides
 Manhole in tank floor
 Mixing systems
 Roof rails, Safety
 Minimum diameter
 Recommended diameter (one third of steel tank)
 Roof vents
 Pressure relief (frost-proof)
 Seal welding
 Roof plate lap joints
 Roof plate supports
 Transition knuckle, Shell to roof

Dimensions and Capacities

Specification and Qualifications

COMPOSITE ELEVATED TANK STANDARD CAPACITIES

The specification is the critical factor in delivering the product
an owner desires. This includes both structural and aesthetic
considerations, since it is the owner’s prerogative to procure an
elevated tank that not only serves the purpose of elevating and
storing water, but is also visually pleasing.

CAPACITY

HEAD RANGE

TANK DIA.

PEDESTAL DIA.*

(U.S. Gal.)

(Feet)

(Feet)

(Feet)

500,000

30.0 - 35.0

51 - 55

24






750,000

35.0 - 40.0

59 - 65

28

1,000,000

35.0 - 40.0

68 - 74

38

1,250,000

37.5 - 40. 0

75 - 80

38

1,500,000

37.5 - 40. 0

82 - 87

42

1,750,000

40.0

90 - 95

46

2,000,000

40.0

95 - 100

46

2,500,000

40.0 - 45.0

102 - 112

54

3,000,000

45.0

108 - 115

60

3,500,000

50.0

108 - 115

60

The composite elevated tank delivers distinct advantages over
all-steel configurations. The use of materials in their optimum
applications – a welded steel tank supported by a reinforced
concrete pedestal – provides low capital cost as well as the
lowest maintenance cost.
ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE

*center line of wall
Alternate capacities, head ranges and pedestal diameters are provided to suit
site conditions, operation requirements or customer preference.

______ Feet

HWL

NOTES:

While composite elevated tanks are designed and built to welldefined structural engineering principles, they should also meet a
well-established aesthetic standard. Architectural concrete is the
appropriate standard for the pedestal, and is defined by “uniform
color, an absence of defects, and aligned and even surfaces”
(ACI standard 303R-04).

TANK DIAMETER

STEEL
TANK

HEAD RANGE

PROCUREMENT PROCESS

LWL

______ Feet

This requires attention to the concrete material, placement
procedure and form system utilized. To attain architectural
concrete, it is necessary to eliminate unsightly pour lines and
color variations that result from the horizontal placement of
layers of concrete in the forms. Rather, it is imperative to rapidly
place concrete vertically from the bottom to the top of a lift. The
segmented pour process developed by Landmark limits the
horizontal extent of concrete placement through the use of vertical
bulkheads placed in the forms. This procedure must be enabled
by a heavy duty and fully braced form system that provides the
structural rigidity to maintain alignment under the imbalanced
loads of wet concrete encountered during vertical placement.
You can achieve aesthetically superior results by incorporating
architectural concrete into your specification, and by requiring the
contractor experience, placement procedures and form systems
that can deliver it.
The result will be a composite tank of the highest quality provided
at a fully competitive price that will make a positive statement
about your community, for this and future generations.

REINFORCED CONCRETE
SUPPORT WALL

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE TIMELINE
( Average schedule for a 1.0 MG, 140’ HWL tank – will vary with capacity, height, foundation, cold weather impact, interior finish-out and subcontracted functions.)

1-12 weeks

1 week

3 weeks

12 weeks

8 weeks

PEDESTAL DIAMETER

4 weeks

1 week

7 weeks

9 to 11 weeks

1 week

390-420 days

______ Feet
Architectural concrete

